Recommended AC cable/breaker sizes

AC Shore power IN must be protected by a

Recommended DC cable/fuse size Phoenix Inverter

Cable length stands for the total distance between

Recommended DC cable/fuse size Phoenix charger

When in doubt, consult your Victron dealer.

WHEN IN DOUBT, ALWAYS CONSULT

Inverter. Cable sizes need to be adjusted

cable size of the

SmartSolar accordingly.

DO NOT TOUCH ANY LIVE WIRED

375W Inverter with 1,5-3 m cable length: 10SQmm

Remember that the cable length stands for the total distance between the battery connections plus and minus and the connected load.

230 VOLT IS EXTREMELY HAZARDOUS

ALL AT THE SAME LENGTH!

Style: 

KEEP NEGATIVE BATTERY CABLES

ALWAYS AT THE SAME LENGTH!

ALWAYS AT THE SAME LENGTH!

KEEP POSITIVE BATTERY CABLES

ALL AT THE SAME LENGTH!

ALWAYS AT THE SAME LENGTH!

ALWAYS AT THE SAME LENGTH!

ALWAYS AT THE SAME LENGTH!

ALWAYS AT THE SAME LENGTH!